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Yabeu - Garden of Heritage

Yabeu is an animal sanctuary started by Ny'za Hasti in YE 35 with the purpose of protecting species
native to Lor.

More about Yabeu

 With the ecosystem rapidly changing on Lor after the 'Moon Fall'
incident many of the animals of Lor had to be quickly moved to the
Nyli System and the Hici'emi System, but this was not without loss
and many of the species' populations dropped as a result of this.
Ny'za decided to start an animal sanctuary to try to preserve some
of the species of Lor, and possibly other planets in the future.

Yabeu is a closed ecosystem on a roughly 40 square kilometer island on Hici'emi IV. There is a small dock
as well as runway on the island and near by is the central office where business facilities and customer
services are handled.

Habitats

On Yabeu there are several different natural habitats that the animals can live in. Though there are no
borders between each of these habitats they are monitored individually and each have a facility where
specialized staff can take care of problems there.

Beach

The beach on the opposite side of the island from the docks and runway has beautiful white sand and
occasional rock formations. With trees not too far away it serves as a perfect spot for many creatures
that rely on bodies of salt water for different purposes.

Cliffs

With a small mountain raising to 700m above sea level the island has rocky cliff faces that many birds
and animals make their own. There are public trails leading around but the summit can not be reached
by trails. With the exception of birds many of the animals that make this area their home tend to be
herbivores that feed on the many roots herbs and berries that grow here.
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Jungle

Dense jungle with tall trees that act as shade. Taking up the majority of the island this is where most of
the animals make their home. Because of its size and diversity of population there are two facilities in
this area. Many paths have been made to navigate vehicles through for travel purposes.

Lake

There is a large fresh water lake near the middle of the island that serves as a habitat for aquatic
creatures. It serves as a watering hole as well and has a rather diverse culture not only below the surface
but around and on top as well, hosting several different species.

Species

There are many species kept at Yabeu but some of the notable ones include.

Gif'elm
Va'haar - What happens when a bear, a lynx, and a sabre-toothed tiger are smashed together. Big,
surly predator that lives alone.
Graada - A bear the size of a bison with the temperament of an elephant. Mostly herbivorous, but
does eat some meat.

Pet and Breeding Services

In YE 37, after building up a significant population of certain species, Yabeu has begun to offer services
more akin to a breeding center now as well. Customers can now buy pets from the sanctuary as well as
purchasing breeding services if they would like their pets to have children. Of course not all animals in
Yabeu will be available, only currently stable breeds will be allowed.

Pet Breeds

The different breeds and species available to purchase as pets.

Gif'elm - 300KS,
does not sell Vanity Breeds

Breeding Services

Yabeu offer's breeding services for the majority of the animals they have present. They will even breed
two animals belonging to customers if the customer is having trouble doing it on their own. The breeded
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canimals can even stay in save zones in the Yabeu complex until the birthing so that they do not have to
leave their mate, this of course cost extra and is only if there is vacancy.

Animals Yabeu breeds

Gif'elm: 100KS / 70KS extra per animal staying
Will ask to keep at least one of the young if more than 2 kits are born and the mother stayed
at Yabeu and either of the parents belong to Yabeu.
Will not breed to make Vanity Breeds.

Veterinary Services

Many of the staff in Yabeu are registered veterinarians, so that they can handle any medical issues. As
such Yabeu has begun to offer veterinary services at a low cost to those who need it.

Security

Yabeu relies on several EM-O1 "Tadayou" Series Drones for surveillance purposes as satellite imagery
and uses EM-J5-6a - FARS GP in automated patrols.

OOC Notes

Players are welcome to create animals and ask Syaoran if they can be put in the preserve, as long as the
animal gets approved.
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